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DWL vii, f. 27v



his judgment fully concurred with me & (besides others) he wrote to me that Letter which I printed in the end of 
my Disputations of Church Government, which is as followeth:1

[Here place Mr Vines his Letter]  A {See Appendix 1}

Something also I wrote to …

1that Letter [...] followeth]  the following Letter  RB 4



APPENDIX I Richard Vines to Baxter, 7 September {1649}

HEADNOTE

i. Texts: 
Letters, iii. f.123
Five Disputations of Church-Government and Worship (1659), 351-2
RB II. p. 147, §30. {¶26.}

ii. Contexts:
Rel. Bax. II, §30. {¶26.}: Next this I wrote to Reverend & Judicious Mr Ri: Vines, about an attempt for Concord with all, but especially the 
Episcopall party. And also about Lay Elders: And his judgment fully concurred with me & (besides others) he wrote to me that Letter which 
I printed in the end of my Disputations of Church Government, which is as followeth:
[Here place Mr Vines his Letter]  A

iii. Textual Comment:
There does not appear to be an alphabetised tag, ‘A’, on Letters, iii. f.123
As observed in the headnote to CCRB, letter 19, both printed versions omit the passage ‘touching the Schoole-master intended’ deleted in 
the MS, which is used as copytext here. The replacement text, ‘&c -----‘, may well be Baxter’s, but the nature of the passage, with a 
number of interlinings, suggests Vines struggled to settle his intentions for it.  In any event, the difficulties of establishing a settled text, 
and the irrelevance of the material to Baxter’s broader project of accommodation, combined to result in the passage’s exclusion in both 
1659 and 1696.
There are some limited discrepancies between the printed texts of 1659 and 1696 (‘return to your last / self’; notion / Nation; effected / 
affected). On each occasion, the text of Five Disputations  more accurately renders the manuscript as we have it. This would suggest that 
the printers of RB were working from a different copy – perhaps one made by Sylvester himself {see Note on the Text}?

Sir,
Though I should haue desired to haue understood your thoughts about the point of Sacriledge, 
that soe I might haue formed vp my thoughts into some better order and clearer issue than I did in 
my last. yet to shew vnto you how much I value this correspondence with you, I am willinge to 
make some returne to your last:1 & first touchinge the Schoole-master intended. \&c -----/ <hee
was in the Interim gone to Oxford to looke for a fellowship & soe I cannot speake with him, and I 
thinke \to send to him to come forth with vnto you/ wee must  returne thither where we were 
before. or find out some {other}. which I \beleeue me will not faile/ is in my thoughts & intentions 
to doe & that suddenly: desireing you to haue patience a little vntill I can doe you such service 
therein as I desire.> The Accommodation you speake of is a great and a good worke for the 
gaineinge in to the worke such vseful parts & interests as might very much heale the discord, and 
vnite the strength of men to oppose destructiue waies.
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‘after about \two or\ three weekes time we 
drew up the following Paper of Proposalls’ ...

DWL iii 62(2) ff. 126v/127r
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DWL  iii f. 146r

f. 149v

DWL iii f. 150r
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On the reverse of 

‘The Abstract’, 150v

DWL iii 151r-v
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1. RB II p. 232

3. RB II p. 238

2.
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